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Over the past two years, a group of dedicated faculty, staff and students have met to discuss the 
wide range of possibilities for the community to recognize the milestone of forty years of co-edu-
cation at Andover.   The COED@40 committee helped shape the many celebratory activities, such 
as the What Artists Study exhibition and catalog.  Our meetings often posed important questions 
about coeducation on Andover.  Would this not be an excellent time to assess our current coedu-
cational program in terms of successes and shortcomings?  Are we truly coeducational and what 
might that mean in the school year 2013-2014 and beyond?  Is coeducation at Andover effectively 
challenging and supporting in a fair and balanced manner, youth from every quarter and gender?   

The idea for the What Artists Study exhibition arose from some of these questions.  Prior to the 
merger of the two schools, boys from Phillips Academy did venture down the hill to the Abbot 
Campus for specifi c art classes not offered at PA.  These exchanges may be viewed as early at-
tempts at coeducational opportunities in the arts.  After the two schools merged, the visual arts de-
partment was enhanced with the addition of teachers coming from Abbot to teach their disciplines 
in a newly confi gured visual arts program. As a longstanding member of the visual arts department, 
I know I share the belief with colleagues from across campus that the study of art plays a vital role 
within any comprehensive liberal arts education.  In fact, I am proud to work at a school that has 
an arts diploma requirement.  

The What Artists Study exhibition focuses on some of the many artists who were in fact a “prod-
uct” of coeducation at Andover and the art department.  These eight artists, four male and four 
female, have been paired according to the thematic content evident in their professional work as 
artists.   The many hands that made light work of this exhibition intend the space to be used by 
spring term visitors as a type of classroom or backdrop for the discussion of art and/or coeducation.  
The catalog, exquisitely designed by participating artist Angela Lorenz, is available for teachers 
as a guide or textbook to enhance discussions about the themes, the artists, the importance of arts 
education, co-education and collaborative efforts in general.  Appropriately, the exhibition will be 
on display through Reunion weekend 2014.

The exhibition would not have been possible without the generous support of the Abbot Academy 
Association, The Phillips Academy Art Department and the Offi ce of Academy Resources.   Many 
thanks are extended to the artists included in this exhibition.   May their work inspire thoughtful 
conversations on coeducation within our community and encourage our students to follow their 
passions as lifelong learners.   

Peg Harrigan
Instructor in Art on the Zukerman Fellowship for Teaching and Learning 
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Blue Camoufl age: Our Airplane Spotting Classes We Hope We Won’t Use Yet   
by Angela Lorenz ‘83

When I was asked to help organize an alumni art exhibition addressing the coeducation of Phillips 
Academy forty years on, I paused. By the time I entered Phillips Academy in the fall of 1979 we 
were already color blind to Abbot Academy’s muted blue, effectively absorbed within the royal 
hue. There was an Abbot Bazaar in the spring, a Madam Sarah Abbot Prize at graduation, and an 
Abbot cluster of dorms dreaded as the farthest away from the dining hall, near the buildings that we 
knew once constituted Abbot Academy, the girls’ school that merged with Andover.

I ventured to that hinterland in the fi rst few weeks of school after violating the visitation rules 
known as parietals. I was conducted there, with two other students being punished for rule infrac-
tions, in the back of an Offi ce of Physical Plant pickup truck (no seatbelts, it was still the Seventies 
after all) while one of the two boys assigned this job sang the Rolling Stones song “Angie” in my 
honor. Our task was to empty out a storage building on the Abbot Campus, heaving the contents 
into a trash receptacle one story below, a safe way to eliminate teenage angst and fulfi ll destructive 
urges at the same time. One wooden box was too heavy to lift. We barreled it down the outside 
set of wooden stairs. It imploded on impact. Welcome to Abbot Academy. This was a time capsule 
circa 1950, including blue stationery with the Abbot letterhead.

Technically we were supposed to be discarding things. The artist and collector in me quickly gath-
ered as many pieces of ephemera, gloves and hats as I could, including a mysterious orange bean-
ie. I now know it to be from one of  Abbot’s competing school groups, the Griffi ns, rivals of the 
green-beanied Gargoyles, similar to the houses competing for points in Harry Potter. These vintage 
hats and gloves decorated my dorm room walls for years, and I gradually used up the Abbot blue 
stationery, writing to friends at other boarding schools. A few sacred pieces are here with me in 
Bologna, Italy, but none alas with the school letterhead. That was all I knew of Abbot Academy.

It is good when we become color blind because we fail to see people as “other.” But it is ignorance 
when we no longer discern who made it possible for us to achieve our dreams. As an artist I am 
conscious that men are exhibited and paid disproportionately to women, ironic, when women far 
outnumber men in art schools. But I personally have never felt thwarted, thanks to all the activists 
and philanthropists who changed education and expectations for women to the extent that I never 
considered my sex would have any bearing on my future. Now that my eyes are opened wider 
through news outlets and travels to developing nations, I realize that economic status and sex really 
impact those not born in picturesque beach towns in Massachusetts, where I grew up. My parents 
expected all their children would attend college, and knew fi nancial aid would make that possible. 
Only now, answering the call to get involved, do I see the mark of Abbot Academy on my education 
and recognize the contours of the girls’ school so neatly camoufl aged over time. I have begun to 
channel the Abbot girls’ airplane-spotting skills taught in 1942, put into a rhyming song delivered 
at a school dinner that year. Students now do this on YouTube, or at the annual Grasshopper Night 
talent show. Decades ago, Abbot students composed and sang lyrics all the time.
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My Abbot Academy reconnaissance mission didn’t take long. Just a few hours in the archives of 
Oliver Wendell Holmes Library provided me with physical evidence. The education of young 
women in science, visual art, foreign language and other disciplines had been going on here 
since at least the 1850’s, when the McKeen sisters got a hold of the curriculum. Phillips Acad-
emy did not offer training in foreign languages until the 1870’s. The ephemera in Abbot stu-
dents’ scrapbooks banishes any idea that the boys’ education was vastly superior: cotton fi bers 
from the chemistry class visit to a nearby cotton mill, a lecture ticket for an astronomy lesson, 
to which Phillips boys were graciously invited, in the nineteenth century. Abbot had both an 
astronomical observatory and an art gallery with artists’ studios decades before Phillips Acade-
my. PA boys took advanced language classes there before the merger in 1973. Oh la la! Evviva!

This might have been the refrain from Phillips Academy’s class of 1965, interviewed for the doc-
umentary Regular Guys by fi lmmaker Kevin Rafferty’65 of Atomic Café and Harvard Beats Yale 
fame. Things sounded miserable at Phillips Academy, apart from the quality of the teaching. The 
moment most impressed on students’ memories was when their instructor hurled the Bible, a bible 
for his pedagogical purposes, across the room. This, the instructor aimed to convey, is a book. 
Thank goodness it wasn’t a Torah or the students would have had to bury it. One student professed 
Judaism to be able to sleep later on Sundays before worship. Others converted to Catholicism, so 
they could go down the road and worship next to girls. Their dilemmas were different from ours: 
do I charge back to the Abbot dorm with my date after the coed dance, so we have fi ve minutes 
to talk, sweatily, or do I walk her back as slowly as possible? The Abbot Circle had great signif-
icance to them: they walked around and around it with Abbot girls, never allowed to stop, like 
visitors to the crown jewels in the Tower of London. The Abbot yearbook was called The Circle. 
Bagpipers processed around it at graduation. Rafferty’s class could only wish for the liberal vis-
itation policies. I violated my fi rst week at school. Regular Guys moves its interviewees to tears. 

This to say that Abbot Academy added a great deal 
to the whole Phillips Academy experience, reach-
ing beyond academics and the arts, making Phil-
lips Academy students more whole. Many Abbot 
institutions and traditions were not visible as such 
to me. The solemn bagpipe and white dresses at 
graduation, when we grouped in a circle, Parents’ 
Weekend, now called Family Weekend, the Fide-
lio Society, the Courant: a few invisible traces of 
Abbot Academy traditions. Students today are very 
aware of the Abbot Academy Association, to which 
they apply for funding for a huge variety of educa-
tional needs, from movie cameras for the Andover 
Moviemakers to the means to bring authors, artists, 
educators and political activists to campus to speak 
or perform. Through the Abbot Academy grants, 
the students become early advocates and grant 
writers, contributing to their community. This is a 
multi-million dollar endowment courtesy of Abbot 
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Academy, enriching the Phil-
lips Academy community year 
after year. The words you are 
reading are courtesy of Ab-
bot because PA art faculty re-
ceived an Abbot Grant to print 
this catalog. Merging also held 
out advantages in terms of 
strategic planning, and enroll-
ment: Andover risked losing 
students to other schools that 
had already gone coed. Sin-
gle-sex schools were increas-
ingly unpopular in the eyes of 
teenagers; few have survived.
Abbot’s legacy benefi ted visual 
artists like me. Phillips Acad-
emy fi rst offered painting and 
drawing classes in 1933, after the Addison Gallery was built. But the printmaking and ceramics 
faculty and equipment so central to my training came from Abbot. After two terms of required 
art in the 9th grade, Virginia Powell opened my eyes in the spring to the possibility of producing 
work in editions, through silkscreen and etching. I continued printmaking for four years, subse-
quently under Shirley Veenema’s tutelage. As an artist specialized in creating multiples, these 
courses effectively launched me. I gained important training from all my art instructors in art 
theory and practice: Audrey Bensley, another Abbot legacy, didn’t exactly shell out praise in ce-
ramics. Dozens of building, glazing and fi ring techniques, barraged us with choices, and forced us 
to make constant decisions, problem-solving all the way. Or to repeat the process, until we honed 
our motor skills, only to be taught detachment when pieces emerged from the kiln, different than 
expected. We visualized our goal and strived to achieve it, all the while remaining fl exible, ready 
to revert to plan B, or invent a new solution. We gained deep focus, responsibility, empathy and 
muscle memory. We improved with effort, or were forced to accept our limitations; often both. 

High school is different for everyone, affected by internal and external struggles, within the self, 
socially, and outside of school. Not everyone bonds with their school or their classmates. Many 
never look back. This is understandable. The Phillips and Abbot Academy alumni I have met 
express this. But even the most disenchanted with their peers or run-ins with the administration 
acknowledge their gratitude for the education they received, before and after the merger. I am 
grateful I wasn’t expelled after wandering into architectural nooks and breaking rules, because my 
interdisciplinary education was so valuable it rendered undergraduate studies almost superfl uous 
in terms of writing, research and critical analysis, academic and artistic training. I was fortunate 
that I did bond with my school, despite unhappy periods connected to family crises, disciplinary 
issues and affairs of the heart. My 365° boarding school education involved making chocolate 
milkshakes alone with Lyde Sizer ’80 in the cavernous kitchen of the venerated Phelps House 
mansion, the architectural jewel of this area of the town called “the hill” historically. It was casual. 
She was my ice hockey goalie. She was also the head of school’s daughter. Did I know it was the 
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home of Abbot Academy’s 1858 alumna, best-selling author and feminist Elizabeth Stuart Phelps 
Ward? She wrote about tragic textile mill fi res and advocated burning corsets. She published pop-
ular literature written in Phelps House garden early on in her career. To be within the walls of 
this building is still a rare privilege. I was pleased to hear my daughter had a snowball fi ght in
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps Ward’s garden the day after I wrote this, having accepted an open invita-
tion to students to join the head of school, and his children, in a fl ashmob of winter revelry. The 
mock battle concluded with the students in a circle around John Palfrey, chucking snowballs at him 
with his blessing. I had no idea of  Phelps House’s history as a student, nor its connection to Abbot. 
I was just a ninth grader hanging out with my friend after practice, oblivious to my circumstances.

Out in the real world, I have bumped into the Abbot legacy right and left. A fringe benefi t of being 
a working artist or someone involved in art education or patronage is that you meet new people 
all the time, of all ages. Countless times the people I come across through art reveal they went 
to Abbot. I met Ann Hatch ’66, renowned philanthropist and founder of art initiatives Oxbow 
School and Capp Street Project, at a picnic table during lunch break my summer as Faculty Artist 
at Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture. Ann has received many awards for her hard work 
and focus on art education. The mayor of San Francisco even declared January 31 Ann Hatch Day. 
She trained in visual arts but felt her role was to support art education and museum programs. I met 
Lucy Lippard ’54 at an informal memorial gathering for the artist Rudy Burckhardt. I already knew 
her through reputation as one of the earliest American art critics to support conceptual art, includ-
ing artist’s books, which I began making at Andover. She is one of America’s most famous art crit-
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ics, and the author of 21 books, one of which considered to be so historic that an exhibition at the 
Brooklyn Museum of Art was based on it decades later, in 2012. Right after college Lippard went 
to work for the American Friends Service Committee in Mexico, and she returned to these roots 
over a decade ago to work in her New Mexico community on sustainable environmental projects, 
largely eschewing the art world. Both of these Abbot graduates are but a few of the many Abbot 
women awarded honorary degrees from universities for their contributions to education, science, 
literature, art and the public good. This year Lippard will receive a medal from Skowhegan for 
Outstanding Service to Artists. She credits her Abbot English teacher Alice Curtiss Sweeney, class 
of 1914, for being the one to tell her she could be a successful writer.

I fi nally discovered Abbot Academy’s observatory by accident in 2007, when I found myself living 
in it for three weeks. As Elson Artist-in-Residence at the Addison Gallery of American Art, I was 
installed in the artist’s apartment designed by David Ireland, created out of the former observatory 
and attic at the top of Abbot Hall. Ann Hatch helped bring this project about. The roof still cranks 
open with a rope pulley, allowing a view of the stars above Abbot Circle. I made sure to share this 
rarefi ed experience with as many people as possible, including students of Phillips Academy. Now 
students have a reason to frequent Abbot campus, to attend meetings and lectures in the Brace Cen-
ter for Gender Studies, below the observatory. But few ever see the inside of the artist’s apartment, 
whose last occupants before me were William Wegman and his Weimaraners. The dogs didn’t 
take the elevator, they just charged straight up the narrow wooden staircase used by Abbot girls, 
and perhaps lucky Phillips Academy boys, for an Astronomy demonstration. In 2007, the students 
marveled at the mingling of Abbot’s 19th century academic history with something approaching 
the set of Frankenstein’s laboratory, including a pointed metal table and a bed on steel rollers. Ab-
bot Academy, with its tenets, its rigor, its fun, its visual and performing arts traditions, still injects 
color into Phillips Academy today, benefi ting young men and women both, 125 years after that as-
tronomy lecture. A lighter shade of blue, there in the ether. Like the elements of the periodic table, 
not always visible, but moving within computers and movie cameras and lumps of clay wielded by 
Phillips Academy students every day.

                                                                                                                       Angela Lorenz ’83 P’14
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What Artists Study

Visual art was taught in the nineteenth century at Abbot and later in the 20th century at PA as a 
useful skill, to reproduce things. Photography had been barely invented, and wasn’t widespread, 
when art was part of the Abbot curriculum. While photography has replaced the need to draw in 
many situations, on archeological digs or in botanical and zoological contexts or for dissection and 
anatomy, researchers have discovered that they actually see more, and discover new things, when 
they draw them. The eyes take in information which the brain doesn’t actually see until the process 
of drawing forces observation skills. Archeologist Elizabeth Wayland Barber took it one step fur-
ther and decided to reproduce an ancient textile fragment by weaving it instead of just drawing. In 
the process, she actually discovered ancient weaving techniques used to create the fabric. Drawing 
“well” doesn’t determine who will be an artist, and there are so many means available to artists 
that it is very possible drawing is not a part of their process. But anyone can learn just by drawing. 
Even with the “wrong” hand, to increase cerebral activity. Art needn’t “have a purpose” in that no 
one debates the value of art for art’s sake, music, dance, fi lm and literature in general, for all to en-
joy, as we have for thousands of years. But because recent studies indicate that important skills for 
mind and body develop through art, it is important that art be integrated into other disciplines. We 
could improve the way science, engineering and math is taught to increment innovative thinking.

With global rankings in recent years indicating that the U.S. is lagging in its science and math edu-
cation, a concerted effort is mounting to strengthen this skill-set known as STEM: Science, Technol-
ogy, Engineering, Mathematics. One proposal to improve U.S. standing in STEM areas is to require 
art curricula for students majoring in these disciplines at the college level, and efforts abound to 
apply this at the high school level, or earlier. Studies are beginning to establish benefi ts developed 
through artistic training, or merely through exposure to art. Researchers were able to quantify this 
recently when the school groups that the popular Crystal Bridges Museum managed to accommodate 
performed better, a year later, on standardized tests than the students who were not able to book a 
visit. Laurie Hogin ’81, visual artist and  Professor and current Chair of the Painting and Sculpture 

Program in the School of Art and Design at the University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, was asked to tailor art cur-
ricula for STEM students at UI. This approach has a name, 
adding an “a” to STEM and calling it STEAM. Educators 
acknowledge that the necessary skills of problem-solving, in-
herent in innovation, are enhanced with arts training. It also 
helps students to visualize in three dimensions, while holding 
the present and the future in tandem in the brain. Even the fi ne 
motor skills necessary for chemistry lab work are increased 
through art. Engineering and science departments have shops 
where models are made physically at leading universities. 
Less sophisticated versions of these shops were once com-
monplace in middle school and high school campuses, along 
with sewing machines and test kitchens. How does the manu-
al affect the digital? Steve Jobs asserted that a modern dance 
class at Reed College helped him develop computer anima-
tion. His calligraphy class affected the design of the Mac.
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The brain is a funny thing. The ability to connect disparate things together fl exes our memory. 
Cicero was teaching this ability for the purpose of enhancing rhetoric, or public speech, over 2,000 
years ago. The most successful stand-up comics connect disparate things all the time in mono-
logues, as it makes people laugh. It also helps us remember the jokes. Researchers are working hard 
to understand how to exploit and connect pathways in the brain. Bilingual children use more areas 
of their brain than mono-linguists when solving math problems: the language areas light up too.

The more physical and mental tools in our problem–solving arsenal, the better. A place like Phillips 
Academy does not need the arts to decelerate attrition rates, which visual and performing arts pro-
grams have managed to do in high schools across the U.S., mainly by engaging the students, and 
giving them a reason to keep attending school. But there is always tinkering to be done. Concord 
Academy has science students compose Haiku to defi ne and memorize the periodic table of the 
elements, and math students create complex geometric forms out of pencils. Andover High School 
is actively implementing STEAM with Rhode Island School of Design alum Meghan Reilly Mi-
chaud, Head Art Teacher, at the helm. A good place to learn about the STEAM movement is at 
the stemtosteam.org website. The non-profi t science and math curricula development organiza-
tion TERC in Cambridge, MA commissioned Chris Fitch ‘83, another artist in this exhibition, to 
develop a physics playground, a fountain modeling chaotic motion, little cars to teach Cartesian 
coordinates as a function of speed and distance, and a science exhibit to represent mathematical 
principles as sensory experiences. 

One person held up as a trained, professional artist who became, much later, an important inventor 
is Samuel Morse, who studied at Phillips Academy in the early 1800’s. Apparently he was inspired 
to create long-distance, instant communication out of despair, when his wife died before he could 
reach her. Empathy goes a long way. So does humor. I use both in art, putting the dirty Latin of 
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Martin Luther and Sir Thomas More into rhyming verse, tucked into cast-paper graham crackers. 
I cast paper marshmellows for my Sir Thomas S’mores with old fi lm cannisters, making a crude 
device modeled upon push-up ice cream novelties. Elizabeth Meyer, Phillips Academy instructor 
and Chair, Classics Department, brought her class into the Addison Gallery of American Art to 
view this piece, and correct my Latin pronunciation, while I was artist-in-residence there. I make 
unlikely associations through verbal puns. The Chinese language has been chock full of auditory 
puns, or homonyms, since ancient times. They enhance memory and learning, but perhaps they 
trigger more. The eight artists in the following pages offer ideas on their own creative pathways 
and education.

Over 300 students graduate from Phillips Academy every year, many of them involved in creative 
endeavors both public and private. This tiny sample of only eight mid-career working alumni 
artists is a paltry survey. Four artists exhibited in an alumni exhibition at the Addison Gallery in 
1993. Four others featured in later Addison exhibitions or were suggested by the Phillips Acade-
my Art Department. We are limited by the space in George Washington Hall’s Steinbach Lobby, 
and as this is a volunteer effort on the part of the artists and faculty involved, we needed to work 
with relatively few people for logistical reasons. Reaching out to the artists, collecting, collating 
and editing the writing and photos, shipping and installing works, and formatting and printing the 
catalog has been a formidable task. We apologize for not contacting more artists. One of the artists 
we really wanted to include was a curator of the last alumni show at the Addison Gallery in 1993, 
Cassandra Reid ’83, the daughter and niece of Abbot graduates. But to see her work, over forty 
handmade ceramic tile murals, one must journey to New Mexico. She is becoming to New Mexico 
what Gaudì is to Barcelona, except this outdoor, public work has been created over two decades 
with the help of thousands of young people and artists through the Mayor’s Art Summer Institute 
in Albuquerque. Reid has a graduate degree in art, and attended the Whitney Museum Independent 
Study Program, but discovered that she did not want to circulate her art through galleries and mu-
seums. Instead, she fi nds it rewarding to involve talented youth in public art that lives outdoors in 
the elements. New Mexico is but one stop on the Phillips Academy art map, which stretches across 
the United States and around the world.    -A.S.L.
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Material Culture

Thayer Zaeder ‘83

Angela Lorenz ‘83

Nature

Chris Fitch ‘83

Sasha Chermayeff ‘78

Dystopia

Daniel Wheeler ‘79

Rachel Bacon ‘84

Allegory

Laurie Hogin ‘81

Tim Winn ‘89 and Zehra Khan

The Artists
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Material Culture

Thayer Zaeder ‘83

What happens when we ask where materials come from?

I have been working closely with the material of clay for more than thirty years. Over such a 
span of time a relationship develops between your mind, body and this unique substance. To 
my surprise, however, I realized not long ago that on some level I didn’t know the fi rst thing 
about clay. I knew how to manipulate clay with some skill and I even had a sound theoretical 
understanding of its origins and properties. Nevertheless my connection to the material had al-
ways been mediated by a commercial enterprise- the ceramic supply store. I purchased my clay. 
It came neatly packaged, de-aired and boxed. It had marvelous homogeneity and plasticity and 
yet as far as I knew it could have been processed on Mars. So began a new quest for me as a 
ceramic artist. While I will always aspire to produce thoughtful and elegant pots, I now seek 
to make them from a material, a clay, with which I have a direct and meaningful connection. 

This questioning of the material, peeling away at my presumptions, came through a series of 
visits to the R.S. Peabody Museum of Archaeology here on campus. I began taking stu-
dents to look at ancient pottery from Central America with the guidance of Malinda Blustain, 
former director, and a working archeologist. She showed us soil samples from her own re-
search, and explained that we have been able to discover where pots were made, and what 
exchange routes they traveled upon, through an analysis of the earth that made each pot. 

I embarked on the task of sourcing local clays with my students two years ago. It took several 
more years before that for me to fi gure out how to fi nd local clay. I had to delve into surfi cial ge-

ology and soil surveys. I had to pour over maps and tromp 
around in the woods. Suburban development was a potent 
obstacle but eventually I hit pay dirt…local Scantic soils 
in West Newbury Massachusetts that are high in clay con-
tent. These days, when I fi nd myself in the studio, I con-
tinue to look to historical pots for inspiration and formal 
ideas. I also enjoy following the surprises and discoveries 
inherent in the studio process. When working with clay 
and altering form, I keep an eye out for something new, 
for something unexpected. Tuning into the fruitful acci-
dent, the errant line that adds a new dimension, is the fun 
part. Working closely with native clay, indigenous material 
dug with spade and sweat right here in Massachusetts, has 
added a fresh approach to my studio practice. It has also 
posed challenges in the onerous steps it takes to transform 
it into a working material, and to understand its proper-
ties. Working with truly local clay has been great fun, akin 
to reconnecting with an old friend you thought you knew. 
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Angela Lorenz ‘83

What can sports, plastic buttons and hairpins teach about ideals for women 
2,000 years ago?

I am primarily interested in ideas, and the challenge to give each idea an appropriate format or 
structure, which means I am not tied to any particular style, technique or genre. Because my 
work very often includes text, and is created in editions, many of the things I make are called 
artist’s books. I don’t worry too much about categories, or whether a specifi c piece is considered 
a performance, an installation, a sound piece, a sculpture or a book. I make art with chewing 
gum, soap and ice, or whatever feels right. For me, much of the meaning is in the materials.

My art proposes things I fi nd striking, curious or funny – things forgotten or never acknowledged, 
things worth paying attention to, or things that outrage me, like a board game from 1941 I found 
at an antique shop in Maine. The game teaches children how to exploit South America’s natural 
resources, and sell those resources back as industrial products, for big profi ts. This work called 
“Binding Ties” presents itself as six folding regimental ties with short poems inside. The nine 
mosaic panels which comprise “Victorious Secret” attempt to redress the absurd notion that these 
elite athletic champions from 2,000 years ago are dancing bikini girls. While most written sourc-
es nowadays describe these young women as athletes, not musicians, no longer mislabeling the 
weights for long jump and the discus as rattles and a tambourine, few note that they are pictured 
competing in the standard olympic events. (For the women, a ball game usually substituted the 
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mens’ wrestling event.) Also, even if they are now recognized as athletes, they are described as 
“practicing” despite that the mosaic shows the young women being awarded the palm and crown 
of victory. I think it is important enough just to know it was a goal for elite families of the Roman 
Empire to have their daughters compete in international athletic games, for which there is docu-
mentation through the third century AD. I urged Italian archeologist Isabella Lippolis Baldini to 
publish her fi ndings on these mosaics from Piazza Armerina, Sicily, so that I could get this infor-
mation out to a wider audience. My mosaics are created with plastic buttons clipped into squares 
and attached with hairpins to faux cement panels. Graffi ti in the fake cement around the fi gures 
comes from Pompeii and Herculaneum, some in Latin, some translated into English, relating to 
men with sleazy reputations, and records of daily life like pregnancy, birth, shopping and wash-
ing lists. In the last year I met two separate Italian tourists who recently visited these mosaics, 
both of whom came away with the idea of them as dancing bikini girls. These athletes’ reputa-
tion has been righted by archeologists, but help is needed to convey the message to the public.

I spend lots of time looking at artifacts in museums, collecting objects and ephemera, and read-
ing books because my work is research-driven, but I also communicate directly with schol-
ars in many fi elds to make sure information is accurate. Even though artists are terribly un-
derpaid, I still feel guilty that I get to explore anything I choose for my job, and I try not to 
waste a minute of this precious opportunity. The fun part is the skies-the-limit beginning of a 
project, researching, experimenting with wacky materials, inventing processes and structures, 
and sometimes writing poetry to go inside the work. The drudgery is refi ning and repeating 
the process over and over until it is perfect, and making 20 copies or more of the same piece. 
And then documenting it, photographing it, writing about it, trying to exhibit and sell it. But 
these are necessary tasks in order to share worthwhile ideas with others, and pay the bills.
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Nature

Chris Fitch ‘83

Why make a mechanical fern?

When I look out at the world I see patterns, gestures and narratives that suggest arcs through space 
and time. When I explore forms in nature I see evolutionary responses to engineering challenges.  
When I consider humanity, I am struck by how the same stories repeat themselves in an unending 
behavioral cycle.   

Contemporary technologies, both informational and structural, have presented a multidimensional 
palette through which traditional artistic categories can be commingled and expanded, making it a 
very exciting time to be a sculptor.  Every piece of sculpture I create presents me with its own set 
of rules, and the expressive opportunities offered by today’s palette frees me from being particu-
larly wedded to any narrow set of materials, techniques or themes. Nevertheless, experience has 
winnowed out a few recurring patterns: I tend to make art that moves. There is something inherent-
ly satisfying about being able to visually follow the transformation of the simple circular motion 
of a crank or a motor into the articulated grasping motion of a bird’s claw or the choreography of 
a fi sh leaping to catch a bug.  The spinning out of yarns, or tales, from simple input cycles refl ects 
our own humble beginnings in the cycle of life and death and the richness of narrative possibility 
in the interim.  
 
Many of my pieces forgo a particular narrative arc and instead seek to add rhythmic complex-
ity to the cycle, creating mechanical expressions that have more in common with dance or 
music than with storytelling. Often these abstractions carry suggestions of natural rhythms, 
like rain or blowing grass, or bubbles rising in a column of water. I’m also deeply drawn to 
the engineering prowess of Mother Nature. An engineer and dancer at heart, I can’t help try-
ing my own hand at some of the kinds of choreography I see in the natural world — from 
the unfurling of fi ddlehead ferns to the sinuous motions of fi sh swimming or even of a belly 
dancer.  If I strike a balance between elegance, humor, and melancholy, I call it a good day.
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Sasha Chermayeff ‘78

How might a landscape painting be viewed as a long series of decisions?

I live in the Hudson Valley and work both outside, directly from life, and on studio pieces that are 
non-representational. My landscapes are from observation, and they are the product of the experi-
ence of being out in the open air, in the moment. I paint small paintings in one sitting. Larger can-
vases that demand more time are developed and worked on out in the elements too, always looking.

In my studio, I create pared down images on paper that are gestural and iconic, derived from 
nature, but abstract. I am very engaged with color, process and tools, and my intuitive sense of 
space and form. Vision coming from within rather than without. I use directly rolled out col-
ors that transform into sculptural mass, or alternately fl uid abstractions. Critics have more 
than once compared this work to dance and music, water, sky, and stone. It was described as 
“channeled” by Paul Smart of the Woodstock Times. But art historian Kevin D. Murphy made 
a connection between my landscape painting and my studio work, inadvertently. He writes of 
my abstract work: “the sense of an archeological investigation of the landscape is present...
magnifying her fi ndings in a way that has the ability to turn the diminutive into the gigantic. 
She has made expansive works. But Chermayeff does not equate the scale of the landscape it-
self; instead, the microscopic remains of the past are infl ated to panoramic proportions.”

Both my studio work and my per-
ceptual work are deliberate and con-
structed attempts in simplifying art 
forms which can be controlled only 
partially and after that, it IS “channel-
ing”, or as I like to see it, accidents 
that are meant to happen. Artists make 
decisions all the time, both conscious 
and unconscious, in what seems an 
infi nite pool of sensory material re-
duced to a single piece of paper or 
wood, during a determined moment 
in time that begins and ends. I try to 
achieve clarity and balance, whether 
gently squeezing all of nature into ten 
square inches, or making a large fi eld 
of moving color.
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Dystopia

Daniel Wheeler ‘79

How could pool hopping redefi ne our views of a desert?

In this photographic project, the ubiquitous Southern California pool becomes a medium through 
which the surrounding landscape is interpreted. The peculiar garden that is urban Southern Cal-
ifornia would not exist without water. Here it is viewed through that chlorinated lens.  Descend-
ing into water, my movement, and the exhalation of my breath, causes distortion of the surface.  
Pictures are made looking upward. The water is clear, but distorts; the landscape can be intu-
ited but the perspective is indeterminate. The resulting cognitive dissonance forces viewers to 
sense, rather than read, the images. Verisimilitude has never been my goal: instead it is to pro-
vide a sensual springboard for interpretation. My work has addressed issues of self, place, and 
memory through an appeal to the viewer’s body, using sculptural forms and architecture to 
do so.  This new project takes me back to photography, which was my fi rst love as an artist. 

Comprising over 50 large-scale images, GULP represents a new direction, while developing di-
rectly from the work I have been doing for the past twenty-fi ve years.  In installations, drawings, 
performances and sculptures, I have used the Los Angeles landscape as muse and the body as 
basic element.  In one precursor to GULP, I spent eight months drawing urban street trees on a 
daily basis, as a way of examining them, but also as a way of mapping my own state of mind.

The project (and the exhibition’s effective-
ness) benefi ted from the large number of draw-
ings produced. Although each tree was unique, 
drawing over 175 of them in a uniform way 
allowed for refl ection on the act of observa-
tion itself. The whole became an accumulative 
phenomenological self-portrait, while situat-
ing itself specifi cally in this place, at this time.

Using the sensual immediacy of large-scale 
photographic imagery I aim to cajole viewers 
out of their learned response to the environ-
ment into a more sensory experience of it, and 
back into their bodies, so to speak. The im-
ages are generated by an action, the descent 
under water. When viewers stand in front of 
the fi nished pictures, they fi nd themselves in-
serted into the action and by extension into 
my presence there. The physical nature of the 
fi nished objects is therefore intimately con-
nected to their effectiveness. The scale of the 
images (40”or 60” square), the intensity of the 
color, the refl ective surfaces play crucial roles.
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Rachel Bacon ‘84

How might planting fl owers make precarious relationships visible?

My work begins with an awareness of the transience and vulnerability of the material world. I 
focus on issues of cultural and psychological displacement such as migration, nostalgia and ex-
perience of loss. It is often the result of a process, starting from a specifi c location or incident and 
linking elements from the world-at-large to a broader social perspective, and can be described 
as a form of engaged vulnerability. I often make work through a process of erasure, or of letting 
an absence of something (ink or graphite) create the form. As I often deal with themes having to 
do with loss and the fl eeting and fragile nature of the material world, much of my work results 
from nothing- it is a printmakers way of creating form, a stencil allows one after all to make a 
form by spraying or rolling ink over an emptiness. Much of what I do employs this method for 
both its means of economy and the directness it achieves, but also as a philosophical principle. 
I work on projects both in my studio and on commissions in public space, the choice of ma-
terials being determined by the demands of the concept. Great concern about the degradation 
of the environment through human activity is the main source of my current work and study. 
As well as being involved with and a refl ection of society, my work is essentially tangible, pro-
viding the viewer with an opportunity to experience the work both visually and conceptually. 

I work both in my studio and on commissions in public space. These two directions are mutually sup-
portive, as in the studio I am free to listen to my internal voice and to research and experiment with 
the things I feel are particularly urgent. While in public space I must adapt to exterior conditions, 
and relate directly to the concerns of my audience, and through them to the surrounding world and 
society. The vibrant culture in the Netherlands of artist-run-spaces gave me ample opportunity to ex-
periment with installations, learn how to be fl exible and adapt to existing conditions and to develop a 
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feeling for relating to different places and kinds of architecture. These activities led to opportunities 
to work as an artist-in-residence, in project spaces in the Netherlands, but also abroad in Finland and 
most recently in New York City. These projects have often involved investigating a specifi c loca-
tion and making work that arises from a local condition or with residents, but that links into a much 
broader political or social perspective, so that the work resonates and can be understood and seen 
on different levels. Commissions in public space have grown naturally out of this way of working.

From a desire to engage the public, my work is sometimes functional, taking the form of ob-
jects that can be used, though their meaning is never completely straightforward, as in the school 
gate World Map, 2005, a wrought iron gate built up out of the lines of all the political bound-
aries in the world. Sometimes the projects in public space are temporary, which often fi ts with 
the meaning of the piece. I have also frequently taken a more participatory approach, involv-
ing the input of different groups of people in the creation of the work itself, as during the proj-
ect Fluxfi elds, 2008-9. There, residents of apartment buildings slated for demolition were inter-
viewed and asked who of their neighbors they knew, after which their social connections were 
planted out between the buildings with lines of fl owers. In a sense, much of my work can be 
seen as a sort of memorial; this is partially infl uences by the long tradition of public art being 
used for such monuments. But instead of commemorating a offi cially designated item, much 
of the work marks the unseen, forgotten or missed. Even in my studio practice, where I of-
ten make installations and models made of paper, and drawings on crushed and crumpled pa-
per, fragile and fl eeting signs of things that are about to disappear are constantly in evidence. 
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Allegory

Laurie Hogin ‘81

How do the merely the colors of a painting alert us to unsettling ideas?

My work of the past 20 years has consisted primarily of allegorical paintings of mutant plants and 
animals in languishing, overgrown landscape settings or posed as though for classical still life or 
portraiture. My current interests include examining human impulses, desires, and needs, including 
pleasure, intoxication, addiction, the erotic, totem, violence, greed, grief, and love.  These aspects 
of human experience and identity, resultant of the interplay of evolutionary biology and culture, fi nd 
expression in the history of visual culture as well as in the nearly schizoid array of cultural material 
and commodity in contemporary consumer capital.  I combine various tropes from the history of 
painting, natural history and scientifi c display, pornography, fashion photography and retail display 
with narrative allegory, often describing political, social, economic, and emotional phenomena.

Narratives and stories—from fi ction, myth, doctrine, and propaganda, to news items, ad slogans and 
song lyrics—articulate human experiences.  Our current cultural context is one in which free mar-
kets promise stories, experiences, images and commodities to fi ll every conceivable human need and 
desire, from the most basic to the weirdest and darkest. Recent works are a combination of person-
al narrative and cultural comment that describe how I am an example of a contemporary individual 
negotiating the world as she recognizes and copes with the impulses inherent in her own humanity.

My paintings that range in size from the near-heroic to the diminutive. They take their window-like 
compositions from natural history dioramas and Western landscape, still life, and portraiture, 
combining visual strategies from the history of painting with contemporary visual conventions. 
Species are chosen for their allegorical associations in Western culture, but are depicted as de-
graded or mutant versions: They are the DayGlo colors of contemporary media landscapes; their 
morphology resembles toys and cartoons as much as naturalistic specimens. The plants, animals, 
and objects depicted are the colors of our globalized economy, from the DayGlo hues of big-box 
store commodities to the pixilated palettes of television and the Internet, as well as the colors of 
nationalist identity and political affi liation. Plant vines sprout berries that arrange themselves as 
psychoactive molecules and mushroom caps display emotional slogans; the landscape becomes 
an imagined nature’s literal embodiment of contemporary expressions of human desire and need.  

Certainly, as a painter, I value the visual, tactile and poetic pleasures of what paint can do and what 
it’s for: its formal and material qualities, its plasticity, and its usefulness in appropriating languages 
from the history of its use to certain semiotic purposes. I revel in my DayGlo palette’s visuality 
and vulgar seductiveness as much as cast a critical eye. My animals remain allegories of culture 
as much as avatars of my own psyche, whose expressions engage with the emotionality of daily 
fears, joys, pleasures, desires and outrages, and whose furs and skins are both tactile and toxic. 
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Tim Winn ‘89 and Zehra Khan

Why might a mock Civil War in animal costumes evoke how and what we 
remember?

A collaborative team since 2008, we create site-specifi c installations and projects inventing fi ction-
al, allegorical narratives.  We try to exploit and subvert the limitations of two-dimensional drawing 
as we fabricate primitive three-dimensional buildings, furniture, masks and costumes from paper.  
We then activate our drawings through performance. 

Our subject matter often explores human confl icts and causes portrayed through the actions and 
interactions of our animal protagonists. We create modern-day fables. Through these animal al-
legories, our art is equipped to talk about important human socio-political issues within a playful 
- almost immature - aesthetic.

Living at the tip of Cape Cod in Provincetown, we are reminded on a daily basis of the vastness of 
the ocean around us. For The Buffalo Warns the Whales, we wanted to create a new fable set on the 
open sea. We wanted to create a fable that seemed old and weathered, as if it had existed for gener-
ations.  One last buffalo on Earth selfl essly and intrepidly travels from his home in the high plains 
to the Eastern coast.  Once there, after a long journey over land, he commandeers a red dory, lights 
a lantern and sets out to warn an infant sperm whale, the whales’ future leader, that a fate similar to 
his awaits the whales if she were to entirely trust the planet’s human beings. She obliges the buffalo 
by returning him safely to shore, inadvertently sealing his fate.

Pandas vs. Skunks:  A Civil War Story, is the result of a month-long collaborative effort with the 
students at the Cape Cod Community College in Barnstable, MA. Starting from scratch in an empty 
gallery, we set out to build a site-specifi c installation chronicling the reenactment of a civil war bat-
tle between Pandas and Skunks.  The resulting installation is comprised of the elements we created 
during our residency: sets, costumes, masks and props, photographs and a short fi lm about the con-
fl ict. In Pandas vs. Skunks, we address the notion of history vs memory, of forgiving and forgetting 

amidst modern day consumerism and 
spectacle. The Pandas and Skunks have 
long ago buried the hatchet. Now, they 
gather annually to don the uniforms of 
their forefathers, attempting to glorify 
and better understand past contentions.  
Spectators heckle and cheer while the 
concession stand makes a killing.  The 
Panda-Skunk Civil War Museum locat-
ed at the rear of the gallery is full of 
artifacts from this historic, if dimly re-
membered, clash. Working within the 
parameters of a battle reenactment and 
using the American Civil War as an aes-
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thetic and technological reference point, almost 100 CCCC students contributed drawings, sculp-
tures, performances, music and their time.  Early on in the project, we tried to imagine what World 
War III might look like if reduced to animal combatants.  The skunk represented North America 
and the panda was China as the next possible collision of superpowers. We realized that within 
this contest that we had the makings of what looked like a civil war between very similar animals.
While we used the American Civil War as a reference point, the piece is not about that confl ict, 
but about war in general and the way time slowly allows us to forget what we need to forget.
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It took me almost my whole three years of study to fi nd a place for myself, 

which ended up being in the art room. For me the fact of art and being able 

to go to the art room to work was a kind of psychological and social surviv-

al, and I was hugely glad and relieved to have a place to go. To be fair, I 

probably would have been miserable anywhere during adolescence, but all the 

shining lights, my fellow students, made my dimness seem so much darker. 

I do remember a lot of very strong women who were teachers or adminis-

trators--there never seemed to me to be any question of the difference be-

tween the sexes being anything but one based on character and achievements. 

I remember some really wonderful literature teachers, a blind Jorge Luis Borg-

es being led on stage by someone from the English department, meeting Alan 

Ginsburg during a seminar and some great people who were friends with me. 

But basically I was a misery to myself. Like I said, I found a refuge in the 

art room. One really fun thing was making a stop motion animation fi lm se-

nior year and getting permission to stay up in the fi lm room until 3 AM in 

order to fi nish it. It wasn’t a big deal, which was perfect. I didn’t take ad-

vantage but just made my work, which turned out fi ne. - Rachel Bacon ‘84

STOP 
MOTION

AT
3AM
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I used to hang out at the Addison Gallery all the time when I was a student, 

and the fact that there was an amazing Marsen Hartley landscape, and oth-

er incredible American landscape painting there was very, very import-

ant to me. I still love Hartley almost as much as any painter besides Goya. 

After Audrey Bensley (ceramics) and Virginia Powell (printmaking) the great-

est thing at Andover was art history with Gil Sewall. He was an awe-inspiring 

teacher, better than all my art history professors at university, and I was an art 

history minor! Somewhere between Marden Hartley, Winslow Homer, Arthur 

Dove in the Addison Gallery and Gil Sewall’s art history I was very advanced 

by the time I went out into the real world. I worked for Fred Hughes for ten 

years (executor of the Estate of Andy Warhol, founder of the Andy Warhol Mu-

seum, Archive and chairman of the Andy Warhol Foundation). The reason I had 

this high-powered job for a decade with no business or curatorial experience 

was because I was the only one Fred trusted in terms of my knowledge of the 

art and my ability to understand the way things were made. I watched 28 as-

sistants come and leave who were unable to work as they didn’t know enough 

about art, despite their impressive cv’s. So I was served well by my exposure 

to art and art history at Andover, and for a decade I had the best and most lu-

crative part-time job a painter in NY could wish for. - Sasha Chermayeff ‘78

STRUCK
WITH 
THE

HARTLEY
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CLAIMING
FILM
FROM

THE FLOOR

My short time at Andover was enough to make me wish I had had more of 
it. I was heavily involved in the performing arts: drama, dance, music, and 
fi lm. The class that perhaps had the most lasting impact introduced me to fi lm-
making at Andover.  At the time, our medium was Super-8, with sound tracks 
developed on reel-to-reel magnetic tape. Editing required actually cutting 
and splicing the physical media.  It was expensive, too.  I found that, beyond 
what I shot myself, there was plenty of life in the discarded remnants of other 
students’ projects.  I started collecting them and creating rhythmic montages 
that combined my interests in dance and music and motion generally.  I felt 
that I had found my medium, and proceeded to major in Film Studies at Yale.  
Meanwhile, I had always liked to make things and grow things. At Andover 
my room was a jungle with the centerpiece a home-made paludarium (bog 
environment terrarium), complete with working waterfall and pet salamanders.  
I kept my orchid collection in the greenhouse off the science building. At Yale, 
my senior thesis advisor quit, because I had decided to build an installation 
in a squash court for performing a live audio-visual performance with fi lm 
and sound elements controlled through mechanical contraptions made from 
old bicycle parts and washing machines. It took me a long time to realize that 
the connective tissue that joined all these seemingly disparate interests was that 
of setting things in motion and then watching them work. A kind of call and 
response joined in an aesthetic of movement that included space for chance 
and complex overlaid patterns to evolve. At Andover, it was fi lm that incar-
nated those impulses.  Of all my academic work there, it was my discovery 
of fi lm as a plastic medium that has had the most resonant effect on my life 
and work since.  And although I have never thought of myself as a “fi lmmak-
er,” I have always held fi lm as one of the ways I have available to express 
ideas about movement and story, nature and order and chaos. - Chris Fitch ‘83
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AD 
SLOGANS

AS 
DIALOGUE

Andover, possibly quite literally, saved my life.  My class background obscured very seri-
ous diffi culties, both experiential and neurobiological, from ADD and severely atypical 
sleep, to multiple traumas and losses in my family history.  I suspect my sense of humor 
also obscured my struggles; most teachers seemed to consider me a wacky, impish and 
maybe somewhat neurotic kid, but only one sent home an evaluation suggesting I was too 
troubled for Andover. My parents ignored it; this was a blessing even if it was a symptom.
Andover gave me the fi rst benevolent, intellectually and emotionally engaged,  support-
ive peer group of my life.  These folks were mostly artsy, or at least non-conformist, kids.  
We were a “Drama Club” in both offi cial and unoffi cial capacities.  I am still in touch with 
many of them.  I also had very precious, helpful friendships outside of the clique con-
text with peers whose interests ranged from history through physics to philosophy.  My 
curiosity about this diversity of interests continues to inform my intellectual and artistic 
practices.  I have a natural tendency to seek learning from those with different experienc-
es, both in terms of race, class, gender and gender identity, and in terms of expertise and 
ways of knowledge.  Andover gave me permission to be this way; it has informed me as a 
citizen, an artist, an intellectual agent, teacher and academic, and as a person ever since.
All of the art courses at Andover were excellent, of course.  Most of the more conventional 
ones allowed me to demonstrate my native skills as I mastered technique.  This was useful, 
but unremarkable, and as I have gained perspective as an arts educator myself I have come 
to realize that much of what I experienced at Andover was informed by the art pedagogy 
trends of the time.  This had led me to be suspicious of such trends, which is a good thing.
There were two exceptions.  The fi rst was Art 10, Visual Studies, which dispelled all 
inhibitory notions of mastery or medium, freed me from what, to my teenage mind, 
looked like the imperatives of convention and of genius in history—and introduced 
me to the essentials of visual literacy—adequate foundation for any visual commu-
nicator.  Art 10, even as it was then, remains unmatched for thoroughness and rig-
or in any of the college-level Foundations courses I have investigated over the years.
The other was stunning: Team-taught by Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Shertzer, Contemporary 
Communications was a tour de force on material and visual culture.  It was a proj-
ect-based course which, in retrospect, introduced us to intellectual and philosophi-
cal practices essential to postmodern thought: critical analysis, deconstruction, mul-
tidisciplinary approaches to ways of knowledge.  The course content exposed us to 
ideas, materials and strategies essential to practices and discourses in contemporary 
art, culture, philosophy of science, feminism, queer theory, and cultural studies.  For 
my fi nal project, I wrote a play using only famous ad slogans as dialogue.  Years lat-
er, I recounted the project and the course to one of my advisors in graduate school.  
Her comment was, “That is WAY too good for any high school…”  Indeed, it made 
much of the cultural anthropology I studied in college seem naïve and without ade-
quate context.   It was also incredibly fun—my career as an arts educator has prov-
en to me that fun is an essential characteristic of creative and innovative thinking, 
but I learned it with Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Shertzer at Andover. - Laurie Hogin ‘81
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NOW
SAW
THE

PLATE

I took 13 art courses at PA, plus two terms of art history. The curriculum at the 
time allowed for many more electives, and fewer yearlong requirements, from 
day one. My boot camp Visual Studies course was with mild-mannered John Mc-
Murray, who conveyed great import in few words and simple questions, spoken 
with a beguiling Southern accent. He made us answer our own questions, and fi ll 
in the blanks. I can still hear art instructor Diz Bensley’s distinctive voice from the 
amazing didactic slide tapes he put together used by the whole department. The 
famous Piero dell Francesca painting of the Duke of Urbino is forever wedded to 
Bensley’s voice, pronouncing “Federico il Duca di Urbino” as a sort of staccato 
tongue twister. I never thought about myself as an artist; I just took art courses. 
I didn’t feel any pressure to create an identity for college applications, although 
we were told leadership roles were a plus. The idea of a career as an artist didn’t 
dawn on me until the end of college, when a curator unexpectedly purchased fi ve 
works for their collection. I did more art at Andover than in college, which always 
surprises people. Valuable lessons came in all PA classrooms. The brilliant math-
ematician Dr. Perrin, with his polite responses to even the most basic questions 
which revealed the student had been spacing out, taught me that no question is to 
be considered stupid. I apply this every time I teach or lecture. No one should be 
intimidated to ask what others might already know. Many important discoveries 
and inventions have come about merely because someone asked a question. In 
history and economics, Jeanne Amster taught us how to evaluate information in 
our search for the truth and how to do academic research with primary sources, 
invaluable for my research-based work. The only question my academic advisor 
had for me was, “What! Printmaking again?” But I explained it was different 
every time, all fi ve terms of it. Color theory taught in Visual Studies and 2D was 
indispensable, but in printmaking I learned, through repetition, to create any color 
with just three inks plus black. Limits or parameters obliged us to learn. Obstacles 
established problems we needed to solve. Through critiquing, we were encour-
aged not to get too attached to our fi rst solution. We had to learn to reject some 
artistic choices, and defend others, through dialogue. We were made to question 
whether something was really fi nished. Whether  all options had been exhausted. 
These risks can be taken safely in printmaking without eliminating earlier states, 
akin to pressing the “undo” icon on a computer. I would think a print was fi nished, 
but no, Ms. Veenema would instruct me to saw the plate apart on a jigsaw, ink the 
pieces separately, and print them again, just to see. - Angela Lorenz ‘83
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B L I N D 
TO 
A 

BLIZZARD

While many things shocked me when I fi rst arrived at Phillips Academy from 
public school in Cleveland, the presence of girls was not one of them.  It 
may have been the only thing that seemed familiar to me.  Members of my 
family had attended both Abbott and Phillips before they merged, and my 
grandfather (who was on the board of both schools) played not an insignifi -
cant role in the transition to coeducation, but my knowledge of these things 
didn’t change the fact that Abbot campus was a long way from my dorm 
and thus, from my adolescent awareness.  I was too busy trying to fi t in.
The photography classes I took at PA played a huge role in my development as an 
artist.  For the fi rst time in my schooling, generation of content and instruction of 
technique were integrated fully.  With facilities to produce almost anything one 
could want, and working photographers as teachers, the world cracked open for 
me. Not only could I do anything, but was expected to. I found for the fi rst time that 
awful/lovely blend of losing myself for hours or days in the production of some-
thing that was both required by my instructors and by my own desires.  What fun!
I recall walking into the darkroom just after noon on February 6, 1978 
to work on a series of prints.  Almost 9 hours later, when I tried to leave, 
I couldn’t open the door – it was jammed from the outside.  After some 
running around I discovered another exit through the building, and found 
over two new feet of snow on the ground, with drifts of over 5 feet against 
the building!  One of the biggest snowfalls in history and I had no clue.  
It is clear to me now that though the art education at PA started me on the road I 
have since travelled for over 30 years, the humanities classes we took are the ones 
that have sustained me on that road.  Teachers demanded from us critical thinking 
and unbounded enthusiasm in equal measure.  We consumed a daily soup of ana-
lytic reasoning, associative rumination and metaphoric refl ection. A heady meal 
for the mind, indeed.  I have been feeding on it ever since. - Daniel Wheeler ‘79
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55 GALLON
TRASH

BARREL
ON TABLE

I worked most with Gerry Shertzer as I enjoyed his style and his work.  His 

advanced sculpture class was my fi rst taste of a true studio environment.  It was 

just a handful of students who pursued individual sculpture projects under the 

direction of Mr. Shertzer. Bob Lloyd’s 3D Design class blew my mind and had 

profound effects on the sculpture I made while getting my BFA from the School 

of the Art Institute of Chicago.  I was obsessed with the idea of portraying large 

mass in an object without much weight. An idea that was planted during the 

fi nal exam for the 3D class which consisted of Mr. Lloyd placing a brand new 

55-gallon Rubbermaid garbage barrel on the table and asking us to describe it 

as thoroughly as possible. At Andover, art was important.  It seemed as import-

ant as any other subject.  And since art was most important to me, I was natural-

ly and simultaneously very content and very inspired while I was there. During 

my senior year, I was chosen to participate in the French Department’s Antibes 

exchange program.  This experience completely rearranged my worldview 

and changed the path I followed from that time period on. - Tim Winn ‘89
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SHE 
DROPPED

MY
POT!

I was aware of the Abbot legacy. My mom was an Abbot graduate, class of 1954. 
And the art teacher I worked the most with, Audrey Bensley, came up from Ab-
bot and essentially created the clay program at PA from scratch. Audrey was re-
markably ambitious and hard-working when I worked with her as a student. She 
moved and rebuilt an Abbot kiln up at Benner and we still use this kiln today. It 
is called the Kate B. Lilly kiln because Kate was a student of Audrey’s at Abbot 
and her family donated some money for the kiln construction.   As a young stu-
dent I didn’t spend a lot of time thinking concretely about what it meant to be 
at a co-ed school…but the young women that I shared the studio with and who 
worked alongside me were invaluable as peers.  I can still remember a few se-
nior girls who were studying clay with Audrey. They treated me like a younger 
brother and yet they also opened my eyes to creative possibilities in the studio.
Audrey and the scene at Benner house remains etched in my mind…the 
place was always in action…with visual studies students working right 
alongside students exploring clay. Audrey had a knack for pushing students 
to take risks and experiment. I can remember sitting with Audrey in front of 
a line of thrown and trimmed bottle forms…thinking I was hot stuff hav-
ing conquered a tougher shape on the wheel. Audrey asked my permission 
to “change” one. Cigarette dangling from her lips…she kind of squinted and 
tipped the bottle at an angle…and then let it fall to the table. I stared in dis-
belief…she dropped my pot!  But Audrey was crafty and she knew that the 
bottle would distort and move in a wonderfully organic and asymmetrical 
way. That was an invaluable and lasting notion taught in the briefest of time.
The art that I studied at Andover was crucial to my sense of worth and place. 
Andover was big and I didn’t necessarily fi t in as a shy faculty child. Art at 
Andover planted a seed that would carry me into my adult life and has indelibly 
shaped my life and career. - Thayer Zaeder ‘83
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Brief artists’ biographies. More detailed information and bibliographies found on their websites.

Rachel Bacon ’84   Printmaking, drawing, sculpture, installations, public works. Based in the Hague, 
Netherlands. BFA Pratt Institute, including a year at Harvard University. Public Collections/Commis-
sions: Palace of Justice, the Hague; city of Vlaardingen; Trust for Public Land, New York; Staedion 
Housing Corporation; Da Costa School; city of Roermond; Gemeentemuseum, Helmond. Solo shows: 
38CC; Scheltema Actuele Kunst; Galleria 3h+k, Finland; Willem3; Space for Artists, Amsterdam; De 
Nederlandsche Cacaofabriek; Luxus; Project Atelier, Leiden; Heden, the Hague. Group shows: Golden 
Thread Gallery, Belfast; Re Rotterdam; GEMAK; UHM Collective, the Hague; Elizabeth Foundation of 
the Arts with the Flux Factory; Erwan Maheo, France; Lower Manhattan Cultural Council, Governors 
Island, NYC; Brno House of Arts, Czech Republic; One Thorsby Street, Nottingham; Hotel Winston; 
Stroom den Haag; Lonnstrom Art Museum, Finland; Cheongiu Art Center, South Korea; Quartair, the 
Hague; Gallery 54, Sweden; Factor 44, Antwerp; Gemeentemuseum Roermond. Residencies: Heden, 
the Hague; Lonnstrom Art Museum, Rauma, Finland; Lower Manhattan Cultural Council, NYC; Teach-
ing: Lecturer, Fine Arts Department, Royal Academy of Fine Arts, the Hague.   www.rachelbacon.com 

Sasha Chermayeff ’78   Oil painting, works on paper. Based in Hudson Valley. B.A.University of Ver-
mont which included at year at the Ecole Nationale Superiore des Beaux Arts, Paris, followed by two years 
at New York Studio School of Drawing, Painting and Sculpture, and Yale Summer School of Music and 
Art. Public Collections: Yale University Art Gallery, Library of Congress, Werner Kramarsky Collection 
of Works on Paper, The Roy Lichtenstein Foundation and many corporate and private collections. Solo 
shows: Post Urban Contemporary Art; BCB Art; Sideshow Gallery; AD&D Gallery; Global art Source, 
Zurich; Farrell/Pollack Fine Art; John Patrick. Group shows: Van Deb Editions; Oxbow Gallery; Olana 
State Historic Site; Thomas Cole National Historic Site; WFG Gallery; Thompson Giroux Gallery; 
Matthew Marks Gallery; SUNY Ulster Muroff Kotler Visual Arts Center; Philmont Beautifi cation Inc; 
BRIK Gallery; Addison Gallery of American Art; Bard College; Lyndhurst National Historic Site; Bosc-
obel House and Gardens; IS183 Art School of the Berkshires; NY Studio School Gallery; Exit Art NYC; 
Pasadena Center for Art&Design; Beattie Powers House; 76 Varick Gallery; Parrish Art Museum; Knox 
College; National Arts Club, NYC. Residencies: Yaddo Artists Colony.    www.sashachermayeff.com 

Chris Fitch ’83    Kinetic sculpture, performance, mechanical puppetry, fi lm, animation, patented 
inventions, science museum exhibits, toys, public works. Based in Boston. B.A. Film Studies, Yale 
University. Commissions for performance of kinetic sculpture and puppetry: NY Philharmonic, Avery 
Fisher Hall; PBS Kids; Catalyst Collaborative at MIT, Central Square Theater; University of Maryland 
Symphony Orchestra, Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center; Los Angeles Philharmonic, Walt Disney 
Hall. Solo and group shows: Fuller Craft Museum; St. Ann’s Warehouse, DUMBO; Hartford Science 
Center; Osaka University of the Arts, Japan; Cape Cod Art Museum; Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; De-
Cordova Museum and Sculpture Park; Madelyn Jordon Gallery; Golden Gallery; Barbershop Gallery; 
MIT; Discovery Museum, Bridgeport; Technorama Switzerland, Winterthur; Jewett Arts Center, Welles-
ley College; Axiom Gallery; Artspace, Schreveport, Louisiana; FPAC Gallery; Boston Cyberarts Gal-
lery. Teaching: MassArt; Boston Institute for Art; MIT; RISD; Fayerweather Street School; Worcester 
public schools; Systems Biology Department, Harvard Medical School.    www.chrisfi tchsculpture.com 
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Laurie Hogin ’81    Oil painting. Based in Champlain, Illinois. BFA Cornell University, MFA School of 
the Art Institute of Chicago. Public Collections: Cedar Rapids Museum of Art; Krannert Art Museum; 
Addison Gallery of American Art; Federal Reserve Bank, Detroit; MacArthur Foundation; Atlantic Rich-
fi eld Company; Illinois State Museum; Brauer Museum of Art; University of Nebraska, Lincoln; New 
York Public Library. Solo shows and group shows: the Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago; the Ad-
dison Gallery of American Art; Contemporary Art Center, New Orleans; Frederick R. Weisman Museum 
of Art; Norton Museum, Florida; Contemporary Arts Center, Cincinnati; Kemper Museum, Kansas City; 
State of Illinois Museums at Chicago and Springfi eld; John Michael Kohler Arts Center, Sheboygan, 
Wisconsin; International Print Center of New York; Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art; Momenta 
Art, Brooklyn; John Connelly Presents; Littlejohn Contemporary; Schroeder Romero & Shredder Gal-
lery; Peter Miller Gallery; Koplin Del Rio Gallery; Opus Art, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, U.K. Residencies: 
Addison Gallery of American Art, Oxbow Michican. Lectures/critiques: New York Academy of Art, 
Cornell University, School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Bucknell University, Santa Monica College, 
University of Iowa. Teaching: Professor and current Chair of the Painting and Sculpture Program in the 
School of Art and Design at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.   www.lauriehogin.com 

Angela Lorenz ’83    Printmaking, watercolor painting, mixed media artist’s books, multiples, pa-
per sculpture, installations. Based in Bologna, Italy and New England. B.A. Fine Arts-Semiotics, 
Brown University which included courses in graphics and glass at RISD, and a year at the Univer-
sity of Bologna. Public Collections: Victoria & Albert; the British Library; Graphische Sammlu-
ng Albertina; the Clark Art Institute; the Getty; the Fogg Art Museum; the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art; the Portland Museum of Art; the National Gallery of Art, Washington; Addison Gallery of 
American Art; New York Public Library; Library of Congress; MICA; Museum of Fine Arts, Bos-
ton. Solo shows: Houghton Library; the Farnsworth Art Museum; the Addison Gallery of American 
Art; Scuola Internazionale di Grafi ca Venezia; Dartmouth College; RISD; School of the Museum 
of Fine Arts, Boston; Davis & Langdale. Group shows: MASS MoCA; Yale University Art Gallery; 
the Portland Museum of Art; New York Public Library; Palazzo Fava, Bologna; Walker Art Center. 
Residencies: Addison Gallery of American Art; Resident Faculty at Skowhegan School of Paint-
ing and Sculpture; Scuola Internazionale di Grafi ca Venezia. Guest Lecturing and critiquing for 
graduates and undergraduates in art, humanities and history of science: Stanford, Yale, Dartmouth, 
Brown, NYU(Adjunct Faculty), Colorado College, Wellesley, Reed, RISD, SMFA, Camberwell 
(UK), University of the Arts, Accademia di Belle Arti Bologna.  www.angelalorenzartistsbooks.com
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Daniel Wheeler ’79    Photography, sculpture, drawing, performance, set design, installations, pub-
lic works. Based in Los Angeles. B.A. Fine Arts, Brown University. Public Collections: Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art; Lux  Institute; Laguna Art Museum; Santa Barbara Museum of Art; Addison 
Gallery of American Art; Henry Art Gallery; Duke Energy; Dazal, Inc.; Davison Art Center, Wesleyan 
University. Solo shows: Campbell Hall, Studio City; Pasadena Museum of California Art; Duncan 
Miller Gallery; Lux Institute; Glenn Horowitz Bookseller; Otis College of Art; Hunsaker/Schlesinger; 
Arizona State University Art Museum; Newspace, Los Angeles; California State University, Fuller-
ton Art Gallery; Gallery + 1, Tokyo; Zolla/Lieberman Gallery. Group shows: Carnegie Art Museum; 
Peabody Essex Museum; University Art Museum, Cal State; Cynthia Reeves; Great River Arts at the 
Mill; Williamson Gallery; Domestic Setting; Kathy Cullen Fine Arts; Torrance Art Museum; Thatch-
er House; Municipal Art Gallery, LA; LaBand Art Gallery, Loyola Marymount; UCSB Art Museum; 
LACMA; Frye Art Museum; South Texas Institute of Art; Les Ateliers Nadar, Marseilles. Residencies: 
Lux Institute, Rancho Santa Fe. Teaching: Visiting Instructor, Brown University.   www.bigobjects.com 

Winn/Khan  (Tim Winn ’89 and Zehra Khan)    Drawing, painting, installations, performance art. 
Based in Provincetown, Massachusetts. BFA School of the Art Institute of Chicago. MFA Mas-
sachusetts College of Art and Design, Fine Arts Works Center, Provincetown. Solo shows: Art-
STRAND Gallery; Cutrona Studios; ArtCurrent; Cape Cod Community College; University of 
Massachusetts, Lowell; University of Massachusetts, Amherst; Worcester State University. Group 
shows: Provincetown Town hall; Provincetown Art Association and Museum; The Wheeler School; 
Montgomery College; Art Connects New York; Massachusetts College of Art and Design; Her-
ring Cove Bathhouse; Spattered Columns. Residencies: Yaddo Artists Colony; Vermont Studio 
Center; C-Scape Dune Shack; Cape Cod Community College. Lecturing: Cape Cod Communi-
ty College; University of Massachusetts, Lowell; Worcester Sate University.   www.winnkhan.com 

Thayer Zaeder ’83    Ceramics. Based in Andover, Massachusetts. BFA Ceramics, University of the 
Arts, which included undergraduate courses at Wesleyan University; MFA Ceramics, University of Min-
nesota. Studied ceramics for eighteen months in South Korea and established a studio in Seattle before 
joining the Phillips Academy faculty. Works acquired by the Total Museum of Contemporary Art, South 
Korea, and private collections. Commissions by Henri Bendel and private individuals. Solo and group 
shows: Total Gallery; University of Minnesota; Bellevue Art Show; Sausalito Arts Festival; ACC Craft 
Shows San Francisco, Baltimore, Philadelphia Museum of Art; Gelb Gallery, Phillips Academy; Cherry 
Creek, Denver. Teaching: Art Instructor, Phillips Academy Art Department.     www.thayerzaeder.com
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Front and back cover:  Marbleized paper from 1842 edition of Paul et Virginie by Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre, likely part of the Abbot curriculum at that time, still studied by Phillips Academy students today. 
Collection of A.S. Lorenz.
Inside front cover: Engraved bookplate created by Oliver Wendell Holmes (class of 1825) for his per-
sonal library. Courtesy Phillips Academy Archives and Special Collections.
Inside back cover: Abbot Academy library card pocket. Courtesy Phillips Academy Archives and Spe-
cial Collections.
P. 2  Tim Winn/Zehra Khan, detail from Pandas vs. Skunks: A Civil War Story, 2012. War Museum. Ink 
jet photograph.
P. 4  Abbot Library book, A Cycle of Abbot Verse, that was transferred to Phillips Academy’s Oliver 
Wendell Holmes Library after the merger. Courtesy Phillips Academy Archives and Special Collections.
P. 6  Astronomy lecture ticket for Abbot Hall lecture to which Phillips Academy boys were invited, from 
Abbot Academy student’s 1891 scrapbook. Courtesy Phillips Academy Archives and Special Collections.
P. 8  A page from the Abbot centennial capital campaign pamphlet, 1920. Courtesy Phillips Academy 
Archives and Special Collections.
P. 9  Cotton fi bers from Abbot Chemistry class visit, from Abbot Academy student’s 1891 scrapbook. 
Courtesy Phillips Academy Archives and Special Collections.
P. 11  Postcard of Abbot Hall, after it had been moved away from School Street and turned 90 degrees, 
but before 1907 when the John-Esther Art Gallery was added to the left side of the building. The 
observatory was added in 1888, and is now incorporated into the apartment created for Elson Artists in 
Residence at the Addison Gallery of American Art. Collection of A.S. Lorenz.
P. 14  Chris Fitch, Sigh, 1994. Brass and cast bronze, motors, electronics. Kinetic sculpture of orchid 
with sound components.
P. 15  Piece of bark collected on an Abbot Academy trip to the Agassiz Museum, Harvard University. 
Abbot Academy student’s 1891 scrapbook. Courtesy Phillips Academy Archives and Special Collections.
P. 17  Sasha Chermayeff, Five Days in Maine – Day 5/No.3, 2002. Oil on panel.
P. 18  Thayer Zaeder sourcing local clay with Phillips Academy students in West Newbury, MA. 
P. 19  Thayer Zaeder, detail of three Zaeder ceramic vessels inspired by ancient pottery, 2013.
P. 20  Angela Lorenz doing research at the Centro Internazionale di Studi di Architettura Andrea Palla-
dio, Vicenza, Italy.
P. 21  Angela Lorenz, detail from Victorious Secret, 2012-2013. Plastic buttons and hairpins, acrylic 
modelling paste on acid-free foam core panels.
P. 22  Chris Fitch, pictured in his workshop, Arlington, MA.
P. 23  Chris Fitch, Spring, 2010. Wood, Formica, aluminium, garolite, brass, hardware. Kinetic sculpture 
that unfurls like a fern.
P. 24  Sasha Chermayeff, easel and palette during painting session in Hudson River Valley.
P. 25  Sasha Chermayeff, Near Bucks Harbor, 2004. Oil on panel.
P. 26  Daniel Wheeler in wetsuit, ready to plunge into an LA pool for underwater photo shoot for GULP 
(Generative Urban Landscape Series), 2005-2008.
P. 27  Daniel Wheeler, GULP#046, 2005. Photograph from beneath the surface of a Los Angeles pool 
during a forest fi re.
P. 28  Rachel Bacon, Fluxfi elds, 2008. Photograph of fl ower installation indicating friendships between 
residents in a soon-to-be demolished building complex, the Netherlands.
P. 29  Rachel Bacon, Statement of intent, #3, 2011. Paper sculpture.
P. 31  Laurie Hogin, Diorama with Bruised Fruits, 2011. Oil on canvas. Courtesy Littlejohn Contemporary.
P. 32  Tim Winn/Zehra Khan, student participants in the Cape Cod Community College installation and per-
formance of Pandas vs. Skunks: A Civil War Story, 2012. Paper masks and outfi ts on the Panda Battalion. 
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P. 33  Tim Winn/Zehra Khan, Pandas vs. Skunks: A Civil War Story, 2012. Panda on Horse with Flag. 
Inkjet photograph.
P. 47  Chris Fitch, wiring up kinetic sculpture of recycled toys in Arlington, MA studio.
P. 48  Save Abbot pin. Courtesy Phillips Academy Archives and Special Collections.
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